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Werra Entrance Control
24h control on entering or exiting pedestrians

Perimeter Protection Germany GmbH
Johann-Reineke-Straße 6-10 . 33154 Salzkotten, Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 5258 500 70 . Fax.: +49 (0) 5258 4164
E-Mail: info@elkosta.com

www.elkosta.com
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Air cargo security - an issue for you?

Passage control combined with appropriate planning can be of assistance
in obtaining a governmental accreditation as „Known Shipper“.
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USEFUL FACTS
Do you know all your visitors?
Do you know who is in your
building? Studies show that at
the same time about 7-8 people
can be overseen by the security
personnel. If several people at once
are entering a building it is difficult

to maintain an overview. Our
Werra Entrance Control product
range for individual passage of
persons combines security as well
as functionality. All products offer
quick access for authorised persons

and reliable protection against
unauthorised access. With a flow
rate of upto 35/min even large flows
of people can be monitored and
controlled effectively.

Individual passage of persons with Werra Entrance Control
The Werra Entrance Control range support your man guarding or as a effective barrier.

Thanks to our

includes a variety of different stand-alone solution - we have the wide range of different materials,
systems for regulation, control ideal product for your requirement! there are also numerous design
or strict isolation of persons. Particularly at entrances, systems options.
Whether

it

is

a

mechanical should fit aesthetically into the

turnstile or a tripod barrier, to surroundings as well as create an

Different solutions for different requirements
We supply models ranging from accesses while minimising possible options. The units should allow
simple individual passage control risks for all involved. In addition authorised persons to perform
to high security gates depending to the regulation, control and certain
on

customer

wishes.

activities

Werra isolation, our systems offer support restrictions.

Required

without
(work-)

Entrance Control products are to existing offical escape and - if processes should not be hindered
intended to prevent unauthorised necessary - provide transportation or interrupted.
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OUR PERFORMANCE

Our offering

Typical application areas

Tripods

Public institutions and administration buildings

Mid-height turnstiles

Financial and telecommunications sector

Full height turnstiles

Event buildings, leisure parks

Speed gates

Sports arenas and concert halls

Swing gates

Airports, train stations

Security gates

Industrial premises
Education system
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TRIPODS

Efficient regulation for low security levels
The Werra Entrance Control
TriSec range provides economical,
decorative and smooth operating

tripods for internal or optional
external use. For example, if only
limited space is available, the space-

saving models are an efficient
addition to the buildings` security.

Durability and minimal power consumption
Due to their durability, low power
consumption and their high flow
rate, Werra EC TriSec tripods are
suited perfectly for areas with a
large flow of people, such as railway

stations, airports, swimming pools,
leisure parks etc. During a power
failure or in case of panic a silentoperating integrated Drop Arm
opens the passage as an support

to offical escape in both directions
or optionally locks it. Depending on
the operation status the passage
direction are displayed by red or
green pictograms.

Economic control with modern access control devices
Werra EC
for the
common
devices.
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TriSec tripods are suited
combination with all
modern access control
Combined with such

a device TriSec tripods offer an
economical and quick control of
your flow of persons. By using
different devices, the flow rate may

vary. Different possible cutouts,
e.g. for a card reader, optional with
separate control panels, complete
the offer.

TRIPODS

Advantages and features
Internal or optional external use

High-quality processing in a stylish stainless steel finish

Ideal for a large flow of persons

Motorised as an option

Support to existing offical escape

Low maintenance

Bi-directional operation
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MID-HEIGHT TURNSTILES

Quick and easy passage with TurnSec Midi
The mid-height turnstile TurnSec
Midi enables a smooth regulation
of your visitors one after another.
Due to its low height and open

design it is suitable e.g. for the
separation in high traffic areas with
a lower level of security. This could
be leisure parks, public swimming

pools, stadiums as well as reception
areas of companies and authorities.

Modern access control devices for better ease of use
The passage control is easily
improved if there is an access control
device integrated. This allows a
quick overview of each individual in

secure areas and supports you with
identifying their authorisation. A
motorised version of TurnSec Midi
is available as an option. It can

be controlled electrically in both
directions through potential-free
contact card readers, push buttons
etc.

Open design in robust stainless steel finish
The high-quality stainless steel
finish of TurnSec Midi combines
efficiency with a modern open
design. The guiding element can
optionally be filled with glass or
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stainless steel rods. The mechanics
and control are integrated within
the housing. TurnSec Midi is low
maintenance and offers a very
smooth and silent operation. Upon

activation of the fire alarm switch,
the cross element is freely rotatable
and a supportive escape route is
released.

MID-HEIGHT TURNSTILES

Advantages and features
Indoor and optional outdoor use

Compatible with all standard access control devices

Large flow rates

Freely rotatable in both directions in case of power failure

Support to existing offical escape

Low maintenance

High-quality stainless steel finish
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TURNSTILES

24hr control on entering & exiting pedestrians
The Werra Entrance Control fullheight turnstiles TurnSec and
the new TurnSec II with its high
proportion of aluminum profile
technology offer an efficient and

reliable control on entering and
exiting flows of people. They are
predestined wherever sensitive
areas must be secured against
unauthorised access. At the same

time they provide unhindered
access to authorised persons. Werra
Entrance Control turnstiles are
optionally available with integrated
bicycle sluice.

Sturdy frame constructions for high durability
During a power failure, you
can decide whether the cross
element should be locked or
freely rotatable in one or both
directions. Werra Entrance Control
turnstiles are highly durable and

weather-resistant due to high
quality materials, sturdy frame
constructions made of steel or
aluminum and the proven elkosta
TRI-PROTECT® long-term corrosion
protection.
In
addition,
the

turnstiles are easy to maintain due
to accessibility through lockable
access panels and a hinged control
for easy operation.

Extensive options for individual adaptation
Various options complete the offer
and allow an individual adaptation
to your specific requirements.
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Thus TurnSec and TurnSec II can
be equipped with different roofs
such as a modern makrolon roof.

LED lights, direction indicators
and various access control devices
increase the user comfort.

TURNSTILES

Advantages and features
Sturdy frame constructions made of steel or aluminum

Proven elkosta TRI-PROTECT© long-term corrosion protection

Motorised or manual drive with optional

Compatible with all standard access control devices

electromechanical locking

Ease of installation and serviceability due to complete

Modular system: single or multiple units

pre-assembling

Bicycle sluice as an option

Low maintenance
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SENSOR BARRIERS & SPEED GATES

Speed gates – elegant high-speed access
Such as tripods, speed gates
are a useful support for your
man guarding. With the use of
modern sensors a mechanical
constriction of the passageway

is no longer necessary. Sensors
monitor unauthorised use and also
enable alarms in the event of an
unauthorised passage. Following
the legitimation by means of an

electronic access control device,
the passageway is fully released.
Integrated pictograms ensure an
intuitive use.

Swing panels for large flow rates
The Werra Entrance Control speed
gates Speedsec BP and SpeedSec
FP are based on glass sliding panels
that allow an authorised access
by lateral insertion of the glass
panes into the housing. Depending

on the model and requirements,
mid-height or full height panels
are available. The sleek speed gate
SlimSec is based on glass swing
panels that open in each direction
of passage. In case of panic or

power failure, the opening panes
optionally free the walkway as a
support to offical escape. Wide
passageways suitable for disabled
passage e.g. with wheelchairs are
available as an option.

Modern design for sophisticated interiors
The units form effective optical
barriers in attractive appearance.
High quality materials such as
stainless steel, glass, wood, granite
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or marble emphasize the design
factor. So they fit elegantly in any
interior area of application and
are therefore quickly accepted as

part of the aesthetic furnishing in
sophisticated entrances.

SENSOR BARRIERS & SPEED GATES

Advantages and features
Indoor use

Compatible with all standard access control devices

Integrated pictograms for an intuitive use

Trolley recognition

Support to existing offical escape

Disabled passage e.g. with wheelchairs due

Stylish look thanks to high-quality materials

to wide walkways

Engraving in the glass panes

Panic function
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SWING GATES

Efficiency meets stylish design
The Werra Entrance Control
swing gates WingSec, VitraSec
and VitraSec R combine stylish
design with smooth operation

and reliable security. They are ideal
for prestigious entrances, as they
complement and emphasize an
aesthetic environment. The high-

quality stainless steel and granite
housings and the light-weight glass
panes fit unobtrusively into almost
any interior design.

Models for indoor or outdoor use
The elegant swing gate VitraSec
and the sleek revolving-door system
VitraSec R are designed for indoor
use. The glass panes are set in
motion motorised after release by

a commanding device. Pictograms
indicate the direction of passage.
Made entirely from stainless
steel the motorised WingSec is
predestined particularly for reliable

outdoor entrance control e.g. within
plant security, due to its durable
quality and very low maintenance.

Smart design for intuitive use
The ultra-low-noise operating
swing gates allow easy passage
even at high flow rates. Everyone
can immediately see how and
where the passageway should be
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entered. The wide passageways of
VitraSec and WingSec are not only
a great solution for the access of
larger groups. The units are also well
suited for disabled passage or bulky

material deliveries. In case of zero
current or panic, the passageway is
released in both directions. WingSec
optionally locks it.

SWING GATES

Advantages and features
Plants for indoor or outdoor use

Compatible with all standard access control devices

Pictograms for an intuitive use

Disabled passage e.g. with wheelchairs due to

Support to offical escape

wide walkways

Stylish look thanks to high-quality materials

Panic function

Engraving in the glass panes
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SECURITY GATES

Strict isolation for sensitive areas
For applications with an increased
risk of unauthorised access such as
sabotage or industrial espionage,
Werra Entrance Control provides
its most technically advanced

security gate SecuSec for strict
isolation. With its motorised
circular sliding doors, SecuSec is
an ideal solution for high security
areas of banks, data centers or

development departments but also
for use in government agencies,
administrations etc.

Security inside and outside the gate
The glass circular sliding door
is released by means of on-site
access control devices. SecuSec can
be controlled with any standard
potential free on-site commanding

device. Default status indicators
facilitate access. Using (optional)
weight
sensors
and
space
surveillance, SecuSec provides
reliable and safe separation or

isolation. In case of emergency
or power failure SecuSec can be
configured fail-safe. Then the door
can be slid optionally manually
leaving a clear passage.

High security in a deceptively light-weight look
SecuSec seems unobtrusive and
light-weight due to its glass curved
sliding doors. But this lightness
is deceptive! The massive steel
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housing and the optional bulletproof security glass offer high
security with a very sophisticated
design. Due to the optics, SecuSec

is also suitable for the protection of
settings where an aesthetic interior
design is important.

SECURITY GATES

Advantages and features
Indoor use

Engraving in the glass panes

Strict separation/isolation

Compatible with all standard access control devices

Stylish optics thanks to high-quality materials

LED pictograms for status indication
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SPECIFICATIONS
TRIPODS
TriSec B
Indoor and outdoor use
Drop Arm
Fail-Safe
Installation of card readers
Release via wireless push button

TriSec BR
Indoor and outdoor use
Rounded housing
Drop Arm
Fail-Safe
Installation of card readers
Release via wireless push button
Counter

TriSec E-P
Indoor and outdoor use
Drop Arm
Motorised
Fail-Safe
Installation of card readers, coin acceptor
Release via wireless push button
Counter

TriSec R
Indoor and outdoor use
Drop Arm
Motorised
Fail-Safe
Installation of card readers, coin acceptor
Release via wireless push button
Counter
Connection fire alarm system (FAS)
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SPECIFICATIONS
MID-HEIGHT TURNSTILES
TurnSec Midi
Indoor and outdoor use
Installation of card readers, coin acceptor
Fail-Safe
Motorised
Release via wireless push button
Counter
Optional V4A
LED status display

FULL HEIGHT TURNSTILES

TurnSec
Robust high quality design
elkosta TRI-PROTECT® long-term corrosion
protection
Single or multiple plants
Optional with bicycle sluice
3 x 120 ° or 4 x 90 ° separation of the
cross element
Manual or motorised version
Quality control by flexible SPS

TurnSec II
Solid aluminum construction with
smart profile geometry
Various fillings, guiding elements
and rotating rakes
Profiles with integrated connections
e.g. for fences
Rain water drain integrated within the profile
Control with the WE-Tronic II
Excellent option to use in tight space areas
such as car parks
Optional LED
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SPECIFICATIONS
SPEED GATES
SlimSec
Installation of card readers
Trolley recognition
Panic function
Various heights of the glass sheets
Narrow and wide passageways
Linkable software control

SpeedSec BP
Installation of card readers
Connection fire alarm system (FAS)
Interfaces RS 485 and RS 232
Alarm sensor
Coin acceptor

SpeedSec FP
Installation of card readers
Connection fire alarm system (FAS)
Interfaces RS 485 and RS 232
Alarm sensor
Coin acceptor

ENTRANCE GATES
WingSec
Indoor and outdoor use
Different fillings of the pivot door
Wide passageway for disabled
passage
Release via wireless push button
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SPECIFICATIONS
ENTRANCE GATES

VitraSec
Glass panes
Engraving in the glass panes
Wide passageway for disabled
passage
Ideal for the passage of larger groups
Control and drive in the column
Color changing pictograms/
path-mode display

VitraSec R
Glass panes
Engraving in the glass panes
Control and drive in the column
Color changing pictograms/
path-mode display
Interfaces RS 485 and RS 232
Handrail in mahogany or
stainless steel

SECURITY DOORS

SecuSec
Strict isolation
Weight sensor
Space surveillance
Safety glass BR 3 and BR 4
Infrared height sensor
Color changing pictograms/
path-mode display
Interfaces RS 485 and RS 232
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OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES
Wide range of accessories for your individual requirements
With our wide range of accessories
you get even more from your Werra
Entrance Control product. Increase

the ease of use to suit your personal
taste and your individual needs. Or
vary the flow rate through the use

of optional access control devices.
Our options at a glance:

AUTOMATIC DROP ARM

MANUAL CONTROLS, COUNTERS ETC.

CARD READER PEDESTALS AND MOUNTING OPTIONS

LIGHTING
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PLANNING GUIDE*
Building regulations requirements for greater safety
An on-site dowel-capable and
reinforced concrete floor or a subconstruction is essential for the
installation of all units. Floor heating

systems take this into account on
site, since the mounting depth
can be made up to the subfloor.
Conduits, cable ducts, power

cables, control cables, etc. have
to be considered according to the
manufacturer. This requires proper
preparation of cable ways.

Coordination with manufacturers
All controls, such as card readers,
key switches (profile cylinders),
emergency buttons etc. (and
their installation) - unless they
are not mandated - have to be
provided generally on-site. We will

gladly offer you a comprehensive
overall solution together with a
professional partner. Any structural
changes (such as adaptation
work, spraying and plastering)
and dust protective covers are

on-site matters and need to
be coordinated. Therefore a
coordination meeting, possibly
with the manufacturers of all other
components (e.g. access control
devices) is often unavoidable.

and ...not to forget!
Always ensure that the customer,
staff and all other involved parties

*Non-binding recommendation.

are fully briefed on the use of any
Entrance Control Product before use.
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ABOUT US
The Perimeter Protection Group
Perimeter Protection Group is
one of Europe’s leading suppliers
of perimeter protection security
solutions. PPG`s offer includes
crash rated gates, wedge barriers,
bollards, road blockers, detectionfencing as well as boom barriers,
turnstiles, sliding and swing

gates. Our target groups include
nuclear plants, embassies, airports,
seaports, military bases, prisons,
high-risk public buildings, data
centres, logistics centres, food
processing or automotive plants
and chemical processing plants.
With over 60 years of experience,

companies in seven countries and
worldwide distributors it´s our
aim to offer everything from one
source - from individual products
through to complete security
concepts. And we meet the highest
demands – this is our promise to
our customers!

Certifications as a sign of high qualitiy
All electrically operated gate
systems meet the latest European
safety standards, including the EN
13241-1 and are also type tested
by German TÜV. All high security
products are certified according
to PAS 68 (British standard) and/or

American standard ASTM F 265607/ DOS! Our detection systems
are certified by the BHE (German
association of manufacturers and
installers of security systems).

inspections carried out by multiple
independent experts. As a result,
we can prove the constant quality
of our products and the efficiency

of our processes by means of the
We choose to undergo both following certifications:
internal audits and external

ISO 14001:2009
ISO 9001:2008
(In accordance with the international standard for high quality production)

The PPG training centre SECURITY WORLD
The approximately 550 m² PPG
training center is located near
PPG´s factory in Salzkotten.
Here we offer our national and
international customers, partners,
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distributors and employees the
opportunity to be trained hands
on with installed and operational
product. In separate training
rooms we provide theoretical

knowledge
under
modern
conditions. Customer events such
as in-house exhibitions, seminars
and product trainings will be held
there at regular intervals.

ABOUT US
Sales worldwide - professional & secure!
Our worldwide operating partnernetwork
ensures
that
we
can meet all our customers’
needs
with
flexibility
and
professionalism
achieving
customer proximity combined
with short response times. We

likewise cultivate our contacts
to distributors, contractors as
well as end customers who
require high-security protection.
Acknowledging the increased
need for perimeter protection
around sensitive buildings we are

offering international key account
management to identify
site specific customer needs and work
out how to best meet all customer
requirements.

Key Account Management for specific markets
Critical

infrastructures

and

and

cost

consultants,

right and with Perimeter Protection

sensitive sites e.g. military facilities

through to project management Group’s vast range of products

or

and

governmental areas require

installation

ensuring

a and professional Key Account

special security concepts. Therefore

professional

PPG provides a seamless process

maintained throughout. All this and

from initial site/risk assessment,

is followed up by a recommended package, we are well placed to deal

architectural

planned maintenance schedule. with such issues globally.

with

definition,

consulting

liaison

engineers

relationship

is Managers to provide an Integrated
Total

Security

Solution

Each sector has its own challenges

Werra Entrance Control

- secure with elegance!
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PERFORMANCE & SERVICE

Comprehensive security concepts and
certified products from one source!

Our service at a glance
Guarantee through after sales service contracts
Security for you and your area - everything from one source!
Short lead-times
Extensive after sales service
Inspection and maintenance according to ASR 1.7
Professional trainings and product launches
Contact:
		 Service-Hotline: Mo. - Fr. 7:00 a.m. - 16:45 p.m.: +49(0)52 58 / 500 758 		
		 or 24 hours via e-mail: service@perimeterprotection.de

Great service around the globe
-24/7/365 on request!
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Perimeter Protection Group

- safe & secure!

PPG Distributor took home “Product of the Year Award”
at Security 2013 in Sydney
“Winners were chosen on the basis of innovation, originality and the potential benefits the product provides to the overall security industry. Ezi Security’s Ezi
Elkosta M50 Bollard was selected for its unique design and practicality. With the world’s first integrated hydraulic drive unit, this is sure to be a game-changing
technology that ensures superior quality while minimizing cost and labor overhead traditionally associated with bollards”.
Kylie Mc Rorie, Exhibition Manager, Security 2013 Exhibition, Sydney, Australia

PPG provides comprehensive security for RWE
„While searching for suitable gate systems for our new pump workshop, the concept of the Perimeter Protection Group was convincing. The PPG gate
systems facilitate the flexible adaptation to respective applications. That really met our planning!”
Andre Pochert, Project Manager RWE Power

Growing security systems...
“For us it is important that the security system grows with us when expansions occur within the company. For this reason, we decided on products that can
be combined with one another as modular systems. In the end, we opted for a combination of a fence system, self-supporting sliding gates, swing gates
and boom barriers.”
Jürgen Selbmann, specialised engineer at Vattenfall, overall security of the premises

Referenzes
Burj Khalifa, Dubai

RWE Power AG, Germany

U.N. City, Denmark

Bank of Oman, Sultanate of Oman

Doha Airport, Quatar

Indian Parliament, India

Perimeter Protection Germany GmbH
Johann-Reineke-Straße 6-10 . 33154 Salzkotten, Germany
ID-55.2.49005
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Versions contain optional equipment. Technical modifications reserved.

